ABSTRACT. This paper examines racist discourse in radical print culture from the end of the Napoleonic Wars to the passing of the Abolition of Slavery Act in Britain. Acknowledging the heterogeneity of working-class ideology during the period, it demonstrates that some radical writers actively sought to dehumanise enslaved and free black people as a means of promoting the interests of the white working class in England. It argues that by promoting a particular understanding of English racial superiority, radical intellectuals such as John Cartwright, William Cobbett, and Richard Carlile were able to criticise the diversion of humanitarian resources and attention away from exploited industrial workers and towards enslaved black people in the British West Indies or unconverted free Africans. Moreover, by presenting a supposedly inferior racial antitype, they sought to minimise the social boundaries that were used to disenfranchise English working men and reinforce their own, seemingly precarious, claims to parliamentary reform and meaningful political representation.

In Britain, the early nineteenth century saw the emergence of both a distinctive working-class political identity and new ideas about human difference. The two were not completely discrete phenomena. During this period, the abolition of slavery and the suppression of the transatlantic slave trade entered popular discourse as manifestations of Britain’s inherent national moral supremacy. Nevertheless, the textures and referents of this patriotism – specifically who and what it was that made Britain so great – were contested. While the industrial working classes in Britain were intellectually as heterogeneous as any social group, a particular strand of radical discourse became dedicated to spreading ideas of a different type of natural English superiority among the nation’s disenfranchised workers. This discourse drew ideas about race and nation together with attacks on well-to-do parliamentary abolitionists, and in some cases led to a thoroughgoing pro-slavery position by the early 1830s. For these radicals, enslaved black people in the West Indies neither deserved the attention of British philanthropists, nor were they

intellectually or morally equipped to appreciate it properly. In their eyes, the money and attention being poured into the abolitionist movement would have been better spent on the equally exploited, but inherently more deserving, white British workers.

Racial prejudice, in the form of the assumed superiority of white Europeans over black Africans, was highly orthodox in early nineteenth-century Britain. For the purposes of this article, therefore, a particular distinction should be drawn between racist discourse – that which actively encouraged or manifested discrimination against, and attempted to subordinate to whites, black people both free and enslaved – and that which, in common with almost all European discourse on race during the period, merely assumed white superiority. Of course, these two types of racial discourse were often interdependent, and both fed off other political preoccupations and discourses. In the context of early nineteenth-century popular politics in Britain, racist discourse emerged primarily in relation to questions of patriotism and nationalism on the one hand, and the ongoing debates over West Indian slavery on the other. During the so-called ‘Peterloo years’ of the mid- to late 1810s, English radicals criticised abolitionists for ignoring the political rights of Englishmen and focusing attention instead on a distant and less deserving ethnic Other. Over the course of the 1820s, as demands for an extended franchise became more urgent, the black slave was increasingly represented to emergent working-class readerships as being essentially different from, and inferior to, them. These comparisons ultimately comprised a form of racism that was eventually to inform plebeian opposition to abolition in the 1830s and 1840s.

Between 1814 and 1833, theoretical debates over human difference took on a unique aspect in Britain. The climatic theories characteristic of eighteenth-century natural philosophy, which held that differences in climate, diet, culture and degree of ‘civilization’ were the primary actuators of physical variations like skin colour and hair texture, proved more enduring in Britain than elsewhere on the continent. In general, this ‘monogenetic’ approach – so called because it insisted that all

2 Comparative historians of racism emphasise the necessity of active discrimination, as against purely theoretical hierarchizing, in defining racist discourse and behaviour. See Francisco Bethencourt, Racisms: From the Crusades to the Twentieth Century (Princeton, 2013), 1; George M. Fredrickson, Racism: A Short History (Princeton, 2015), 5–6.

3 For patriotism and English exceptionalism in the radical movements, see Colley, Britons, 341–57.

human beings shared a single genesis in the Garden of Eden – accommodated preexisting assumptions about the cultural, intellectual and moral superiority of white over non-white peoples. Indeed, by the turn of the nineteenth century, efforts were underway to consolidate these notional hierarchies within the ancient framework of the ‘Great Chain of Being’. This theory held that all living creatures were ranked in terms of complexity, forming a chain of imperceptibly small gradations descending from God, through angels, men, ‘brute creation’ and down to vegetable life. In this model, given a particular racial dimension in Britain by Charles White in his 1799 *Account in the Regular Gradation in Man*, Africans did share a lineage with Europeans that could be traced back to Adam in the Garden of Eden, but had been so degraded by their lack of civilisation that they occupied a lower link in the Great Chain, between white humans and apes. White was particularly concerned to emphasise the superiority of the European specifically over the African, who for him approached ‘nearer to the brute creation than any other of the human species’. Individual variations of the specific positions occupied by the various races of mankind abounded, but invariably, white Europeans were placed at the top, nearest the angels.

Perhaps because of an ingrained Protestant conservatism, British theorists were hesitant to embrace new polygenetic explanations for human difference when they emerged in continental Europe during the first three decades of the nineteenth century. Polygenesis, in suggesting that races actually constituted distinct and separately developed types of human being, posed a potentially dangerous challenge to the literal interpretation of the book of Genesis. For similar reasons, during the first two decades of the nineteenth century in particular, British natural historians reacted against ‘Great Chain’ proponents like White and took great care to emphasise an essential divide between man and animal – though the perceived hierarchies between the various races of mankind remained more or less intact within this model. The default position for British racial theorists during this period held that Africans


7 Early polygenesis is often associated with Georges Cuvier, a translation of whose *Lectures in Comparative Anatomy* appeared in Britain in 1802, though he was in fact a monogenist. His mentee and, later, bitter rival Louis-Antoine Desmoulins was, however, a leading polygenist. See George Cuvier, *Lectures in Comparative Anatomy*, trans. W. Ross (1802); Louis-Antoine Desmoulins, *Histoire naturelle des races humaines du nord-est de l’Europe* (Paris, 1826).


were undoubtedly morally and intellectually inferior, and some thought their degeneration was irrevocable. But what separated white from non-white peoples was largely thought to be due to long-term circumstances rather than as a consequence of separately developed biological makeup. Africans were undoubtedly human beings, if unequal to Europeans. To enslave them was therefore morally indefensible and beneath the ethical dignity of the European race.  

However, as the first half of the nineteenth century wound on, an orthodox ethnic chauvinism crystallised in popular culture which was to influence the next generation of racial theorists. While full-blown polygenism made only slow progress in Britain during the 1820s, preconceived intellectual characteristics that had traditionally been attributed to different ethnic groups started, gradually, to be seen as organic, hereditable and unchangeable. This was related to an increasing nationalistic tendency in much British popular culture, including in some of the radical press. As Nancy Stepan has demonstrated, ‘[i]n most respects science followed rather than led public opinion on race. The cosmopolitanism of the eighteenth century . . . was being replaced in the early nineteenth century by a more parochial and nationalistic outlook which increased the temptation to think in exclusive terms and to despise non-white peoples.’

Victory in the Napoleonic Wars had secured Britain’s global imperial ascendancy, but like the Union of 1800–1 this had served to diversify rather than homogenise what ‘British’ actually meant at the personal level. This prevented the notion of an essentialist or biological ‘national character’ from spreading too quickly. Among conservatives, as Peter Mandler has suggested, a sense of Britain’s preeminence in political and moral development emerged as a unifying patriotic identifier instead. This emphasis on ‘civilisation’ was attractive to conservative interests because it enabled the expansion of British cultural hegemony without necessarily requiring greater access to political participation, either through the extension of the franchise at home or by granting greater autonomy to colonial assemblies. Meanwhile, after 1823, the abolitionist movement

10 For example, the very first sentence of White’s Gradation in Man was a reassurance that the author ‘hopes that nothing advanced will be construed so as to give the smallest countenance to the pernicious practice of enslaving mankind, which he wishes to see abolished throughout the world’. Even William Lawrence, among the most strident advocates of African racial inferiority, advanced his theories ‘without the fear that you will find in them either apology or excuse for Negro slavery’. White, Gradation in Man, iii; William Lawrence, Lectures on Physiology, Zoology, and the Natural History of Man (1819), 364.

11 Stepan, Race in Science, 4–5.

began making steady progress in the amelioration of conditions for the enslaved, including measures for the abolition of Sunday working and preventing excessive corporal punishment.\textsuperscript{13} What offended some metropolitan radicals about these developments was that they effectively equated British plebeian political rights and (so the reasoning went) working conditions to those of the slaves in the West Indies. The question facing radicals in the 1820s then, was this: why did they deserve political advocacy more than slaves? Over the course of the decade, some radicals, anticipating mid-century nationalist rhetoric, chose to adapt conservative civilisational language and an exclusive definition of British patriotism to promote a new type of political nation: one drawn along the lines of ancestral heritage and racial unity.\textsuperscript{14}

To what extent did these important perspectival shifts affect specifically working-class attitudes towards slavery and race? From the outset, it should be emphasised that no consistent, universal position on abolition emerged across the entire British industrial workforce during the early nineteenth century. Indeed, scholars have tried in vain to settle the question of what radicals thought should be done about slavery. James Walvin, Iain McCalman and Michael Turner, for example, have all suggested that the early affinity shared by abolitionism and reform in the 1780s and 1790s inspired ‘a new generation of radical leaders with ultra- and antislavery sympathies’ well into the new century.\textsuperscript{15} In contrast, Patricia Hollis and Marcus Wood have highlighted instances of consistent hostility towards the enslaved populations of the Caribbean in English radical discourse, from the 1780s to the Chartist period.\textsuperscript{16} More

\textsuperscript{13}For a full discussion of amelioration developments, see Caroline Quarrier Spence, ‘Ameliorating Empire: Slavery and Protection in the British Colonies, 1783–1865’ (Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University, 2014), 193–243. For the broader abolition context, see Blackburn, Overthrow, 419–72.

\textsuperscript{14}For working-class nationalism in this period, see Linda Colley, ‘Whose Nation? Class and National Consciousness in Britain, 1750–1830’, Past and Present, 113 (1986), 97–117. For xenophobia in nineteenth-century British popular culture, see Fear, Loathing and Victorian Xenophobia, ed. Marlene Tromp, Maria Bachman and Heidi Kaufman (Columbus, OH, 2013), 1–27.


recently, social historians of abolitionism have come down somewhere in the middle, acknowledging the fractured, fractious and discontinuous progress of both the anti-slavery and domestic reform movements. In a broad sense, support for abolitionism among reformers, and indeed social connections between the two movements, seems to have been more easily identifiable before the turn of the century than after – though, as McCalman and others have demonstrated, there were a few exceptions. By the 1840s, certainly, the default radical position appears to have shifted from one where abolitionists were natural allies in the struggle for a more egalitarian domestic politics, to one where they represented the very ‘old corruption’ that radicalism existed to challenge.

The question of race in the early nineteenth-century English reform movement has received far less scholarly attention, but such that exists is similarly polarised. Satnam Virdee, for example, situates ‘the emergence of a growing antagonism between the English and minority worker’ very carefully in the 1830s and 1840s, and argues that during the preceding ‘heroic age of the proletariat’, radicals remained ‘relatively free of contamination by the ideology of white supremacy’. Wood, on the other hand, maintains that ‘the slave population were cut off from a claim to the political rights of radicalism, and the mechanism by which this severance was achieved is a crude racism, by which Blacks are not seen as part of the class struggle, because they are not seen as human’. A particular difficulty in this debate is presented by the piecemeal and sometimes idealising nature of studies into the popular reform movements. The charismatic ultra-radical and former slave Robert Wedderburn, for example, was a central figure in mobilising plebeian abolitionist and anti-racist sentiment during the late 1810s and early 1820s, but he has only assumed his fair share of visibility in scholarly literature relatively recently. On the other hand, classic studies of working-class history, including the foundational work of E. P. Thompson, have always been criticised for their lack of attention to the ‘flag-saluting, foreigner-hating, peer-respecting side of the plebeian mind’. More recent work by Peter

---

17 See, for example, Drescher, Abolition, 245–67.
21 Wedderburn is virtually absent from the history of English radicalism prior to McCalman’s pioneering work in the late 1980s.
Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker has similarly been accused of taking too ideological an approach in its insistence on the importance of an antiracist ‘transatlantic proletariat’. Radical biography, in particular, can be just as susceptible to hagiography as ‘establishment’ histories. This perhaps helps to explain why, for example, William Cobbett’s virulent and entrenched anti-black racism is only occasionally acknowledged and rarely subjected to detailed scrutiny. Ultimately, attempts to fix upon a single overarching narrative of the relationship between radicalism and race before 1830 remain, for good reason, contested and problematic.

What follows, then, should not be taken as an attempt to represent the opinions of the whole of the exploited industrial workforce of early nineteenth-century Britain. The ‘working-class racism’ at stake in this article is not necessarily reflective of a monolithic plebeian or artisan world-view, but rather of some of the attempts to formulate one. This paper explores how certain metropolitan radical elites adopted, adapted and promoted new forms of racially hierarchical ideology to a readership whose collective identity and common objectives were still assuming their mature form. Through this type of investigation, it becomes possible to chart the emergence and consolidation of a specifically working-class racism in radical print culture – even if those producing it may not have been themselves socially or educationally representative of their own readership. In other words, this study is not of the racism of the emergent English working class, but rather of the racist discourse produced for the emergent English working class. This discourse opposed the interests of black people, both free and enslaved, to those of the white English industrial labourer. Through the deployment of specifically racial signifiers of national belonging, it attempted to stabilise an emerging working-class socioeconomic identity and legitimise its claims to meaningful political representation. In order to justify the working-class stake in the national interest, radicals needed to identify a negative against which their proposed, expanded political nation could be defined. For many, the despotism of the deposed Bonaparte regime provided an answer. For some radicals, racial hierarchy provided another.

---


25 See, for example, Colley, *Britons*, 306–25.
The artisan, liberal radicalism of the early 1790s resurfaced stronger and with a new plebeian dimension in the years after the end of the Napoleonic Wars. In E. P. Thompson’s words, ‘it is as if the English nation entered a crucible in the 1790s and emerged after the Wars in a new form...Almost every radical phenomenon of the 1790s can be found reproduced tenfold after 1815.’

Post-war economic depression, outsized national debt, widespread underemployment and wage cuts occasioned by the sudden mass demobilisation of military personnel generated widespread unrest among urban working-class populations. This environment provided an opportunity for members of the ‘old guard’ of 1790s radicalism to reach a new popular audience. Thomas Spence, for example, had stayed true to the cause throughout the Wars, and before his death in September 1814 he had drawn a new generation of radical leaders, including black men like Robert Wedderburn and William Davidson, into his organisation.

Indeed, the black presence in the ‘Spencean Philanthropists’ during the late 1810s and early 1820s has, for some scholars, suggested that the egalitarian principles of the reform movement as a whole extended to anti-racism. This is certainly true of Wedderburn and Davidson themselves, whose speeches and writings from this period powerfully combine contemporaneous British radical discourse with praise for the revolution in St Domingue and personal testimony of the horrors of West Indian slavery.

For these black radical-intellectual pioneers, the old rhetorical device of equating the lack of political representation with slavery took on an unanswerably powerful personal dimension. Wedderburn’s attacks on slavery, in particular, were bound up with his identification of the racist underpinnings of the institution. Indeed, for these radicals, abolition and domestic political reform were inextricably linked ends to be achieved by the same means.

Anti-slavery sentiment was indeed widespread throughout most of the British radical movement during this period, just as it was among the plebeian and artisan demographics from whom it drew the core of its support. This, too, was related to the end of the war with France. A treaty signed at the Congress of Vienna in September 1814 had included a clause which would allow the French to continue trading in slaves freely.

---

26 Thompson, Making of the English Working Class, 209.
29 See, for example, Robert Wedderburn, The Horrors of Slavery and Other Writings, ed. Iain McCalman (Princeton, 1992); Anon., An Authentic History of the Cato-Street Conspiracy with the Trials at Large of the Conspirators (c. 1820), 318–25.
for another five years without interference from the Royal Navy. Even though the operation was in its relative infancy, the Navy’s suppression of the transatlantic slave trade had by this time already infiltrated the popular consciousness as a much-lauded example of Britons’ shared love of liberty. Sensing the national mood, Samuel Romilly, the former solicitor general and a parliamentary advocate for moderate reform, made a speech attacking Lord Castlereagh, the British negotiator at Vienna, for allowing the French to continue in the trade. Meanwhile, the popular press was vociferous in condemning the provision, especially as it was widely perceived at the time to hand an economic advantage to the old enemy across the Channel. While all couched their opposition to the provision in moral terms, many also explicitly cited the ‘effects which the introduction of large numbers of slaves into the French colonies, while they are excluded from our own, may have on the prosperity of the latter’. Popular support for the abolition of the slave trade thus came to be matched, in some measure, with British patriotism, Francophobia and a hard-headed concern for the protection of colonial economic interests.

Some ‘old guard’ radicals drew on this popular dissatisfaction in an attempt to garner support for parliamentary reform. At a public meeting of reformers held in London in June 1816, Major John Cartwright criticised Castlereagh and the prime minister, Lord Liverpool, ‘for giving a renewed sanction to the selling of African slaves’, claiming that the opposition voiced in parliament by Romilly and others two years previously was only possible through the support of ‘the people’. However, Cartwright’s support for the abolition and suppression of the slave trade was only sincere for as long as it helped make his point about the exploitation of English workers. In reality, his true wish was that abolitionists would stop playing ‘the part of African patriots’, and ‘aid us [reformers] with their powerful eloquence, in our efforts for putting an end to the selling of the people of England!’ There was no doubt that the distinction he hoped to draw in order to declare the Englishman’s superior right to parliamentary advocacy was racial.


32 See, for example, Samuel Romilly [pseud. Liber], Observations on the Late Treaty of Peace with France; as far as it Relates to the Slave Trade (1814).

33 Anon., Remarks on that Article in the Late Treaty of Peace, which Permits a French Slave Trade for Five Years (1814), 8.

34 Cobbett’s Political Register, 15 June 1816, 754.

35 Ibid.
imagined using abolitionist campaigning tools for the benefit of the more deserving English labourer:

The whole solution of their sympathy you have in Mr. Wedgewood’s medallion of an imploring Negro in chains, inscribed ‘Am I not a man and a brother?’ – But to parliamentary Patriots of England, is not an Englishman somewhat more than an African Negro? – Let such patriots then imagine the medallion of an indignant Englishman, not in the crouching attitude of a kneeling supplicant, but erect, and thus apostrophising: ‘Are we not joint heirs of the same inheritance, and is not that inheritance in the hands of robbers?’

Cartwright’s comparison between the crouched, ‘imploring Negro’ and the upright, ‘indignant Englishman’ reveals much about how the limits of popular empathy had shifted since Wedgwood’s famous cameo had first been mass produced in 1787. Quite aside from the bald assertion of English superiority, Cartwright’s adjustment of the sympathetic subject’s posture – from the kneeling supplication of the ‘Negro’ to the upright indignation of the ‘Englishman’ – articulated the comparative statuses of their respective claims to humanitarian attention. The African’s claim to common humanity, ‘Am I not a man and a brother?’, was overwritten by Englishmen’s demand to be recognised as ‘joint heirs’ of an essentialised political ‘inheritance’. This English inheritance was exclusive of any number of national, religious and ethnic groups (not to mention all women), but the specific one against which Cartwright had chosen to define it was the black slaves in the West Indies.

As Marcus Wood has pointed out, Cartwright was not the only radical who ‘defined the Caribbean slave as the personification of the opposite of British Liberty’. Perhaps the best-known advocate for British working peoples’ rights during the early nineteenth century, William Cobbett was also one of the most outspoken and committed racists of the period. Cobbett had begun his journalistic career as a staunch anti-Jacobin writer, attacking the French revolutionaries and vociferously supporting the transatlantic war against France. The virulent and racially inflected nature of his 1804 attack on the slave-led Haitian Revolution might most generously be read in this context. Arthur Scherr has certainly read both Cobbett’s attack on the Haitian revolutionaries and his pro-slavery stance in the 1790s as evidence of his broader ‘ultraconservatism’. By 1817, Cobbett had largely moved away from his initial anti-radical position and began supporting the cause of moderate reform. His entrenched
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40 See, for example, James Grande, ‘William Cobbett: Dimensions of Patriotism’, in William Cobbett, Romanticism and the Enlightenment, ed. James Grande and John Stevenson
anti-black racism, however (much like his well-documented anti-Semitism and hatred of the Scottish) had not softened.\footnote{\textit{The Opinions of William Cobbett}, ed. James Grande, John Stevenson and Richard Thomas (Farnham, 2014), 55–77.}

In the aftermath of ‘Bussa’s Rebellion’, a relatively large-scale slave uprising in Barbados in April 1816, Cobbett published an open letter addressed to the abolitionist William Wilberforce, which accused him of fomenting the insurrection. ‘It was notorious’, he claimed,

\begin{quote}
that the Negroes were in a state of profound ignorance; it was notorious that they had no such thing as moral sentiment; it was notorious that, though susceptible of the vindictive feelings with which you and your tribe endeavoured to fill their breasts, they were incapable of justly valuing the benefits which they derived from the care and protection of their masters.\footnote{Cobbett’s \textit{Political Register}, 11 Sept. 1817, 546.}
\end{quote}

Cobbett was promoting a particular belief about what the Barbadian slaves were and were not intellectually capable of. His description suggested that enslaved people could feel vindictive towards planters in an instinctive or primal way. Reflecting their emotional, acerebral nature, these feelings of anger and resentment proceeded from the ‘breast’, rather than the mind. The more sophisticated evaluative task of ‘justly valuing the benefits’ of slavery, and the cultivation of a mature form of morality, were seen as simply beyond the enslaved. Ironically, Cobbett’s prioritisation of the slaves’ ‘profound ignorance’ implied a belief that these limitations were, at least partially, the result of the degrading effects of slavery itself. His diatribe against Wilberforce epitomised the racialised circular logic at the heart of anti-abolitionist reasoning: because the ‘negroes’ were enslaved, they were unfit for freedom; because they were unfit for freedom, they must remain enslaved.

However, an important differentiating factor between this and other forms of pro-slavery and racial thought was the explicit depiction of degraded black humanity as a comparator against which white, specifically working-class, intellectual or moral superiority could be claimed. Like Cartwright, Cobbett encouraged British workers, politically disenfranchised by an unreformed parliament, economically exploited by expanding industrialisation, and socially atomised by ongoing urbanisation, to shore up their precarious claim to national belonging by defining themselves negatively against racial outsiders. His racism was profoundly inflected by an antipathy towards the parliamentary anti-slavery movement, and the arch-conservative evangelical Wilberforce in particular. Arguments over the proper distribution of humanitarian attention thus quickly became framed in reference to the supposedly...
limited intellectual and moral capacity of black slaves. While this did not necessarily preclude a grudging form of sympathy for the enslaved, it did prefigure a more uncompromising form of racial chauvinism that was to become more common in the 1820s. Cobbett described the enslaved as animalistic, and suggested that their suffering was therefore less acute than that experienced by the more intellectually and morally sensitive white English working class. Again, he articulated this type of discourse most clearly in his public letters to Wilberforce:

[T]his argument was used, it was the mind, you said; it was the consciousness of his being a slave; this was the dreadful evil. Now, Sir, I wish by no means to underrate this suffering even in the mind of the grossly ignorant negro, who rises even in mental capacity; generally speaking, not many degrees above that of numerous inferior animals. Even in this sort of being I am not disposed to underrate the suffering arising from the consciousness of being a slave. But while your feelings are so acute upon this subject, you appear to be as dead as a stone to the feelings of the intelligent and ingenious people of England, which are all alive, in every relationship of life: whose friendship is so ardent, whose gratitude is so lasting, whose resentment is so open and so quick; and who, which is more than all the rest, have been accustomed from their very infancy to hear boasts of English freedom and security.\(^{43}\)

Again, Cobbett was interacting with a host of established and emerging conceptions about the differences between black and white people. He did not make the claim – as would later nineteenth-century racial theorists – that the key sites of difference between the two were biological. Rather, he maintained that they were moral and intellectual. The distinction became one of national character. Specifically, he implied that the ‘intelligent and ingenious people of England’ were capable of reasoned, socialised responses (friendship, lasting gratitude and open and quick resentment) to Wilberforce’s actions, accentuated by – indeed, proceeding from – their acculturation to the celebrated ‘national’ virtues of ‘freedom and security’. In typical Cobbettian fashion, English patriotism here denoted moral capacity. The grudging concession that the ‘grossly ignorant negro’ had the intellect and moral sophistication to feel anguish as a result of their enslavement was undercut by the implication that slaves’ supposed animalistic lack of ‘mental capacity’ protected them in some measure from fully appreciating the horror of their own exploitation.

Cobbett may not have been explicitly engaging with racial theory in this passage, but his broad assumptions about black people’s lacking ‘moral sentiment’ and being less sensitive to mental anguish than whites chimed with the most overtly ‘racist’ of contemporaneous British comparative autonomy. In a series of lectures delivered between 1817 and 1819, anthropologist William Lawrence cited travel accounts as evidence of an

\(^{43}\text{Ibid.}, 547.\)
African predisposition towards irrationality. He claimed that Africans ‘exhibit generally a great acuteness of the external senses’, but also ‘display gross selfishness, indifference to the pains and pleasures of others . . . and an almost entire want of what we comprehend altogether under the expression of elevated sentiments, manly virtues, and moral feeling’. Europeans, on the other hand, were distinguished by their ‘pre-eminence in ‘moral feelings and mental endowments’. These observations were, in part, extrapolated from the type of specific, encoded examples Cartwright and Cobbett had sought to provide. The kneeling, supplicant African and the upright, apostrophising Englishman; the ingratitude and vindictiveness of the rebellious Barbadian slave and the intellectual resentment of the exploited British worker: none of these referred to any particular individual. Rather, they were expressly intended as symbolic of the putatively more legitimate claims for empathy for white English workers over black slaves – a relation that was still commonly understood to have emerged as a result of differential levels of ‘civilization’ and consequent disparities in ‘moral sense’ or ‘mental capacity’. Their political function was to ensure that popular agitation was directed towards domestic political reform, explicitly to the cost of humanitarian intervention on behalf of black people, including slaves. In that sense, these passages can be understood as early and influential contributions to the development of racial prejudice in British popular politics.

1819–1830

After the infamous Peterloo massacre of 16 August 1819, in which over a dozen pro-reform protesters were killed and over 400 injured by the Manchester yeomanry, the home secretary Lord Sidmouth introduced a new raft of repressive anti-democratic measures known as the Six Acts. These measures included restrictions on meetings of over fifty people, compulsory registration for publishers, increased taxation on all periodicals and more capacious definitions of seditious and blasphemous utterances and publications. Reformers, especially ultra-radicals, initially railed against the new laws. They were all to pay the price for doing so. In 1820, Davidson, the young black Spencean, was involved in a plot to assassinate the prime minister Lord Liverpool and his cabinet:

44It should be noted that Lawrence was an outlier in British anthropological science at this point, though this was less to do with his assumptions of African intellectual inferiority than his ‘insistence that life could not be discussed independently of animal body nor mind independently of brain’. Stocking, Victorian Anthropology, 43.
45Lawrence, Lectures on Physiology, 476.
46The exact events and consequences of 16 Aug. 1819 are still the subject of scholarly and popular debate. For some recent research, see Return to Peterloo, ed. Robert Poole (Lancaster, 2014).
the so-called ‘Cato Street Conspiracy’. Davidson was hanged and then beheaded on 1 May for his part in the plot, along with four others. His associate Wedderburn spent two years in Newgate after being prosecuted under the new seditious blasphemy laws. Richard Carlile, a leading radical publisher who had stood beside Hunt at the hustings at Peterloo, spent most of the period 1819–25 in prison on various charges of sedition and blasphemy.

Wilberforce, among the most conservative (religiously and politically) of the elder Tories, took a special interest in the prosecution of seditious blasphemers. He visited Wedderburn in gaol to try to convince him, with some limited success, to concentrate his considerable oratorical and literary talents on the anti-slavery campaign instead of domestic radicalism. The aging evangelical also visited Carlile in his cell at around the same time, though he was rebuffed, one imagines, in no uncertain terms. Wilberforce may have felt offended; he soon saw to it personally that Carlile’s wife, Jane, who had taken over publishing her husband’s periodicals while he was in gaol, was also arrested and imprisoned for two years for printing seditious libel. Through his involvement in the Society for the Suppression of Vice, Wilberforce also took a leading role in enforcing the heightened level of tax on periodical publications – a measure designed to hobble the radical press. Wilberforce was at this time still a leading parliamentary abolitionist, and in any case his name had been synonymous with the British campaign against slavery since the success of slave trade abolition in 1807. His personal intercessions against the radical movement during the 1820s, as much as his high church evangelicalism and his patronising position on improving the morality of the ‘lower orders’, could hardly have endeared him or his cause to men like Carlile. Indeed, British radicals were never to forgive him; after Peterloo, they increasingly saw their aims and ambitions as incompatible with the parliamentary abolitionist movement.

Sidmouth’s repressive measures, effectively and at times vindictively enforced by Wilberforce and others in the Liverpool cabinet, necessitated a change of approach for the reform movement. Once dismissed as a quiescent period for proletarian activism, sandwiched between the more turbulent Peterloo years and the reform acts of the 1830s, the 1820s is now

recognised as the decade in which a coherent working-class intellectual milieu crystallised in Britain. This so-called ‘march of the mind’ was characterised by a shift away from the rough-and-ready, tavern-based plebeian debating culture of the Peterloo years and towards the pursuit of ‘respectability’, sober intellectual self-improvement, religious scepticism and the early adoption of new modes of scientific and philosophical thought such as phrenology and freethinking religious scepticism. This environment lent itself to a kind of humanitarian liberalism that generated a parallel, self-consciously extra-parliamentary anti-slavery movement among some radicals, most notably Wedderburn. For similar reasons, many English radicals in the 1820s (including Cartwright) were also relatively sympathetic to the idea of Catholic emancipation. Thus, Irish Catholic reformers such as Daniel O’Connell were, in the spirit of solidarity, seen by many as allies in the broader campaign for political reform – though in O’Connell’s case, his close association with parliamentary abolitionists generated some friction. While anti-Irish sentiment was certainly present in English plebeian culture during the 1820s, the influx of immigration precipitated by the Great Famine was still over a decade away, and as such the explicitly racial ‘Othering’ of the Irish in England had not yet reached the essentialising nadir of the mid-Victorian period. Anti-black racist rhetoric, however, was already represented in a small but tenacious sector of radical print culture. The ‘march of the mind’ thus saw some radicals adopt more overt approaches to racial hierarchy, including attempts to popularise the relatively novel notion of permanent racial categories and hereditable African inferiority.

Once again, Cobbett was at the forefront of British popular racism. Evading prosecution in Britain for seditious libel, he had travelled in America between 1817 and 1819, and considered the free black population

there ‘a disorderly, improvident set of beings’. He and his son, John Morgan Cobbett, were dismayed when they arrived at their estate on Long Island in June 1818. ‘There is one thing here that I cannot bear at all’, the younger Cobbett wrote to his mother a few days after their arrival, ‘that is that all the servants, male and female are Black, Oh, the Sacre Blacks.’ William Cobbett was equally mistrustful of the servants – he suspected them of stealing linen and employed a white maidservant to secure the valuables under lock and key. By the time he returned to Britain late in 1819, his view of black Americans was intractable. ‘[T]hey are the thieves of the country’, he foamed, ‘they form nine-tenths of the paupers and criminals... not a word that they say can be believed; ... with regard to them, falseness is the rule and truth the exception.’

Cobbett was not satisfied with attacking the character of free black Americans: he wanted to prove that they were fundamentally different beings to white men. In an extended harangue addressed to the Liverpool Quaker abolitionist James Cropper, and published in his Weekly Political Register in August 1821, he set out his position explicitly:

That the Negroes are a race of beings inferior to white men I do not take upon me to assert; for black is as good a colour as white; and the Baboon may, for any thing I know or care, be higher in the scale of nature than man. Certainly the Negroes are of a different sort from the Whites. An almost complete absence of the reasoning faculties, a sort of dog-like grin, and a ya-ya-ya laugh, when spoken to, may be, for any thing that I know, marks of superiority... I am, therefore, not presumptuous enough to take upon me to assert, that the Blacks are not the superior beings; but I deny all equality. They are a different race; and for Whites to mix with them is not a bit less odious than the mixing with those creatures which, unjustly apparently, we call beasts.

In terms of the prevalent understandings of racial difference, this was a synthetic stance. The confusion, for example, over whether ‘Negroes’ more closely resembled apes or dogs was reminiscent of Charles White’s outdated Account in the Regular Gradation in Man, which contained a comparative chart of the skulls of different races of men and animals (see Figure 1). In White’s taxonomy, derived from the earlier work of Petrus Camper, intellectual faculties were expressed in the angle of the face – the more acute the angle, the less intellectually developed the specimen.

For humans, the anatomical model of perfection, the ‘Grecian Antique’,
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Figure 1 From Charles White, *An Account in the Regular Gradation in Man* (1799).
had a facial angle of 100 degrees, while at the bottom end of the scale, the ‘Negro’ had a facial angle of only 70 degrees. The only other mammals given for comparison in this illustration were apes and dogs, whose facial angles ranged from 58 degrees (‘Orang Outang’) to the pointed snout of the greyhound.

Cobbett’s pretended rejection of the increasingly popular notion of a fixed racial hierarchy was transparently disingenuous. His suggestion that an ‘almost complete absence of the reasoning faculties’ corresponded to ‘a sort of dog-like grin’ suggests at least a passing familiarity with Camper’s or White’s illustration – perhaps through the more recent writings of James Cowles Pritchard, who found the model ‘to agree with facts’.63 Elsewhere in the same article, he hinted towards a (rather bigoted and unsophisticated) interest in comparative anatomy, suggesting that East Indians were less fit for slavery than Africans because they had ‘hair upon their heads instead of wool; had human faces, and the smell of other men’.64 What he added to preexisting ideas of human difference was a personal dislike of black people, and the desire to organise social relations, at least as far as humanitarianism and sexual pairings, in a racialised order.

If Cobbett’s engagement with racial theories in the early 1820s was at times allusive, other leading radicals were to draw upon them more explicitly as the decade wound on. Richard Carlile, whose family had suffered so much from Wilberforce’s personal interventions on behalf of the Tory administration, is a case in point. Carlile had little time for Cobbett himself, but much of his own racism was similarly bound up in a dislike of abolitionists and a prioritisation of the plight of the English working classes. This stemmed as much from his staunch support for religious freethinking, deism and, eventually, atheism, as it did from his personal antipathy towards Wilberforce and his fellow ‘Saints’.65 Both polygenetic racial theory and ‘Great Chain’ arguments had long been considered blasphemous in Britain, and Carlile’s views on human difference seem to have been inflected by his personal dislike of evangelical Christianity. Indeed, it was in reportage about Christian missionaries going to Africa that Carlile’s racial discrimination took on its most violently bigoted articulacy. ‘Is not the saving of a white soul at home, as good as that of a black soul abroad?’ he asked, ‘And why not send missionaries to the monkeys of South America?’
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65 See, for example, Carlile’s attack on the ‘religion and black humanity of Mr. Wilberforce’ as being ‘entirely of a foreign nature’ in his introduction to the ‘Memoir’ of Robert Blincoe, a child worker in a Lancashire cotton mill. The Lion, 1:5 (1 Feb. 1828), 145.
what grade of animals the soul extends? Or where the human species ends, and that of the monkey begins? Some beings, called human, are lower in character than a portion of the beings, called monkeys.

Like Cobbett and Cartwright before him, the heart of Carlile’s racial discourse was a series of ironic comparisons intended to dehumanise the African object of humanitarian intervention and thus elevate the exploited English worker by means of comparison. His ironic, quasi-scientific overtones were intended to achieve two specific purposes. First, by explicitly dehumanising those whom, elsewhere in the same article, he called the ‘red, brown and black savage animals abroad’, he ridiculed the very notion of missionary work. Who, after all, could take Christian humanitarianism seriously when the intended beneficiaries were not even really human? Secondly, he demanded the redirection of resources towards the ‘dirty white-brown’ workers of Britain. Indeed, he signed off this report with what would become the mantra of selfish working-class conservatism: ‘if this distribution and teaching of the Bible be a charity, like other charities, it should begin at home’. For Carlile, the situation of the English working class was too desperate for resources to be wasted on those he considered sub-human, and unable to enjoy them. In this respect, part of his reforming ideology was predicated on the notion of an explicitly racial hierarchy.

In common with British comparative anatomists – and indeed the vast majority of British people – most radicals nevertheless remained opposed to slavery in the abstract until at least the end of the decade. For Cobbett, the anti-radical and industrialising tendencies of the parliamentary West Indies interest made them as natural enemies as the abolitionists. Consequently, even his most racist diatribes were tempered with assurances that

I detest the slave traffic; not so much, however (for I will be no hypocrite) on account of the slaves themselves, if they be well fed and well treated, as on our own account; knowing well as I do, that whatever the vile miscreants wring from the carcasses of slaves abroad, they use for the purpose of making us slaves at home.

Carlile was rather more half-hearted, but did include some backhanded approval of the abolitionist Thomas Clarkson in his published work. In an aside to an 1829 story about Robert Southey, the Poet Laureate, ranking radical reformer Robert Owen alongside Clarkson as ‘one of the moral regenerators of the age’, he bemoaned that ‘greater men, as moral regenerators, might have been associated with him’, who were ‘as
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ardent as Clarkson was in the other case, in seeking the emancipation of all the slaves to feudal despotism and vicious habits at home’. As with their attacks on parliamentary abolitionists, these grudging anti-slavery concessions were framed, with almost monomaniacal obsessiveness, in reference to the working-class experience ‘at home’. In contrast to the dynamic, egalitarian, anti-slavery ultra-radicalism of the late 1810s, the self-improving and self-consciously respectable radicals of the late 1820s could only barely bring themselves to voice any opposition to slavery. When they did, they were careful to do so without troubling the racial boundaries of empathy they had worked so hard to delineate.

**Conclusion**

British radical sympathy for the emancipation movement was put under considerable strain after 1830. When the slave emancipation act was finally passed in 1833, the British government agreed to compensate the slave-owners, to the amount of around £20,000,000, for the loss of their human ‘property’. This money was to come out of tax revenue. While moral support for slave emancipation remained widespread, this provision could hardly have been better calculated to set working-class reformers against the parliamentary abolitionists. Writing in *The Poor Man’s Guardian* in June 1833, the influential Chartist Bronterre O’Brien summed up some of the objections: ‘We have said enough to show that we are no enemies to colonial emancipation; all we require is that when negroes are emancipated, it shall not be at the expense of those who are greater slaves than themselves.’ For his part, Carlile quickly took to printing pro-slavery tracts written by former slave-owners. Cobbett was met with applause when, during a public lecture in 1830, he expressed his ‘indignation’ at hearing MPs ‘whine over the sorrows of the fat and greasy negro in Jamaica . . . while our own countrymen are found in such a condition under their very eyes’. Even Wedderburn, the ultra-radicals’ most outspoken opponent of slavery during the 1810s and 1820s, turned about-face and wrote an anti-abolitionist pamphlet, *An Address to Lord [71] The Lion, 4:26 (25 Dec. 1829), 807.


[73] *The Poor Man’s Guardian*, 15 June 1833.


Neither did the jubilation of the slaves when they were finally emancipated in 1838 soften British working-class attitudes. By the early 1840s, as Patricia Hollis puts it, ‘breaking up an anti-slavery meeting had become a statement of class consciousness by working-class radicals’. The collapse of support for anti-slavery activism among much of Britain’s working-class population at the very moment of emancipation may, in some measure, be accounted for by the racism of leading radicals in the 1810s and 1820s. Cartwright, Cobbett, Carlile — these were not marginal figures in early nineteenth-century British radicalism. They and their ideas were deeply significant in the formation of British working-class identity. Expounding an ever-narrower nationalism, they questioned the very humanity of enslaved and free Africans in the same pages that their plans for a politically and socially reformed Britain took shape. The idea of an apparently fundamentally different and inferior racial antitype made the mere social distinctions used to disenfranchise and exploit English workers seem far less significant by comparison. In this way, the English working class came to understand itself as the white working class, almost from its very inception. As Virdee suggests, white supremacist ideology may not have been universal, or even widespread, among England’s working people until the 1840s. But some radicals made a specific effort to make it so. The Chartists’ antipathy towards abolitionism had roots in the radical movements of the 1810s and 1820s. Racism in Britain was never wholly confined to the wealthy and powerful.
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